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ABSTRACT 
The International Financial Reporting standards (IFRS) for insurance 
companies requires all insurance products to be consistent with their market 
prices and advocates the mark-to-market approach. This thesis proposes 
using interest rate market models on the valuation of interest rate sensitive 
insurance products such that their prices are consistent with the volatility 
structure implied by the market quotes of caps and swaptions, and / or 
longevity bonds. 
The thesis is divided into two parts. In the first part, we apply Bond 
Market Model ( B M M ) to the pricing of guaranteed annuity options (GAO） 
and derive a Black-like closed-form solution to approximate G A O prices ac-
curately and efficiently. Numerical and empirical examples are provided to 
demonstrate the whole calibration and valuation procedures under B M M , 
with comparisons and contrasts with Hull-White model. 
In the second part of the thesis, we introduce longevity bond market 
model (LBMM), a new approach to value insurance products based on ob-
servable longevity bond prices. The closed-form and semi-closed form solu-
tion are derived for different mortality-linked products. Typical examples 
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Mortality-related products are getting popular in the capital market. On one 
hand, the market practitioners would like to diversify their portfolio risks as 
the changes of human survival probabilities are more likely independent of 
all kinds of financial risks. On the other hand, the insurers would like to 
hedge their positions by buying or issuing these products such liiat a stream 
of cash flows can be generated to fulfill their payments in the future. To meet 
the needs, the development of valuation methods for these products becomes 
important in the markets. 
Different from the traditional financial derivatives, products in life in-
surance and pensions have mortality risk together with the financial risks, 
such as interest rate risk, equity risk and crcdit risk. It is neccssary to com-
bine the actuarial and financial modeling techniques for pricing such kinds of 
products. It is a non-trivial problem because actuarial models and financial 
models are developed based on different perspectives. To be more focus, we 
consider the interest rate risk in mortality-related products. Specificall}^ , we 
employ the theory and practices of interest rate modeling to improve the 
valuation method of the products. 
1 
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Guaranteed annuity option (GAO) is one of the most popular option 
features embedded into life insurance contracts. A possible contract is struc-
tured as follows. The policyholders contribute periodic premiums to the fund 
provided by the issuer. Upon retirement, the policyholders will receive the 
greater value between the choices of a cash benefit, and an annuity with a 
guaranteed annuity rate throughout the remaining lifetime. 
This type of contracts was particularly popular in the U K during 1970s 
arid 80s because the long term market interest rates were high and 11% on 
average. Due to the high interest rate and relatively high mortality rate, the 
annuity conversion guarantees were nearly free of charge during the period. 
From the survey conducted by Bolton et al. (1997), these guarantees con-
stituted around 10% of the long term liabilities of the responding insurance 
companies. 
Unfortunately, the market long term interest rate sharply decreased after 
the 1980s, from around 11% to less than 6% in 1998. Afterwards, the interest 
rate stayed in the range between 4% and 6%. In turns, the present value of 
the annuity with a high guaranteed annuity conversion rate (11.1%) became 
more valuable than the intermediate cash payment. In addition, insurers 
also faced the longevity risk and the market risk of the underlying fund. 
The survival rate had a. oiit-of-expectation improvement during the period 
1970-2000. 
As premiums are usuall}^  invested in a mutual fund, which is a composi-
tion of a larg(3 proportion of equities and some fixed iiicjoine securities, the 
extraordinary performance of the equity market in the 1990s affected the fi-
nancial status of insurance companies. Many U K insurance companies faced 
the solvency problem in 1990s because of the annuity conversion guarantees 
sold ill the previous two dccadcs. They needed to set up extra reserves for 
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these contracts. Specifically, Equitable Life (UK), one of the oldest mutual 
insurance companies in the world, closed its fund to new entrants in 2000 
because of the solvency problem and lawsuits against the company on the 
terms and conditions on the G A O contracts. 
From the Equitable Life Enquiry, people started to aware that the com-
plicated features embedded in insurance products could involve equity risk, 
interest rate risk and longevity risk. To better protect all the stakehold-
ers, International Accounting Standards Board (lASB) adopted the Inter-
national Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) which promote the fair val-
uation methodologies for the assets and liabilities. All publicly traded E U 
cornpariies have been required to prepare their consolidated accounts based 
on IFRS since 2005. 
Although insurance products with G A O features are no longer sold in U K , 
they can still be found in other countries. For example, an identical product, 
guaranteed annuity rate (GAR) contract, is available in USA. A similar prod-
uct, guaranteed minimum income benefit (GMIB) contract, which adds a new 
feature that the minimum guaranteed cash benefit available at retirement is 
pre-specified, can also be found in the USA. In addition, the IFRS converges 
to the US G A A P . Therefore, a reliable valuation for G A O is compulsory for 
insurance companies. 
Boyle and Hardy (2003) pinpoint the effects of interest rate risk, equity 
risk and mortality risk on G A O and provide the corresponding valuation 
and hedging under the Vasicck (1977) class of models. Ballotta and Habcr-
man (2003) propose a similar pricing framework for the unit-linked deferred 
contract under constant mortality effect using a one-factor Heath-Jarrow-
Mortoii (1992, H J M ) framework. It is further extended to a stochastic mor-
tality model by Ballotta and Haberman (2006). Biffis and Millossovich (2006) 
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price G A O under doubly stochastic stopping times of affine processes, which 
deal with both financial and mortality risks simultaneously. 
Pelsser (2003) demonstrates the replication of the G A O by interest rate 
swaptions using a one-factor H J M model. Although lie does not solve the 
problems associated with the equity and mortality risks, his paper provides 
an important insight into marking G A O to the interest rate option market. 
This echoes the major idea of lASB. The mark-to-market mechanism requires 
the interest rate model to be realistic enough to efficiently calibrate model 
parameters to market prices and capture different shapes of the yield curve. A 
more desirable model is consistent with the multi-factor H J M framework for 
ruling out obvious arbitrage opportunities. To value G A O with a multi-factor 
model, Chu and Kwok (2007) consider a two-factor affine model. However, 
the calibration is not aii obvious task for affine models and the mortality risk 
is not fully reflected in the foriiiiilatioii. 
W e consider a multi-factor bond market model ( B M M ) proposed by 
Baviera (2006) in the first part. This model has been successfully applied to 
exotic interest rate options by Ba,viera (2003, 2007). The B M M is consistent 
with the multi-factor Gaussian H J M framework. Similar to LIBOR market 
models and swap market models, B M M can capture important market in-
fonriation from the yield curve and the implied volatilities of the interest 
rate caps and swaptions, but the calibration is more efficient and conve-
nient. More importantly, B M M leads to an efficient and accurate analytical 
approximation for G A O . 
Similar to Ballotta and Haberman (2003), we consider the unit-linked 
contracts with a single premium paid at inception. The gains or losses from 
the underlying fund are directly reflected in the payment at maturity. Besides 
the valuation under constant mortality effects, we follow Ballotta and Habcr-
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man (2006) to price the G A O with stochastic mortality which is independent 
of financial risks. Our numerical and empirical analysis show that the B M M 
model outperforms the I lull-White model (a typical one-factor IIJM) in cap-
turing market markets and pricing G A O . This thesis may contribute to the 
insurance literature by proposing a realistic and analytically tractable ap-
proach to manage G A O pricing, and by letting the literature recognize the 
potential use of interest rate market models in insurance product. 
For further development of mortality-linked products, it is necessary to 
link up the interest rate modeling and mortality modeling. Cairns ct al. 
(2006)，and Miltersen and Persson (200G) highlight the importance of the 
valuation and the securitization of mortality risk and provide the frame-
work of modeling the term structure of mortality. Bauer (2006) provides an 
arbitrage-free family for the longevity bond market while Barbarin (2007) 
develops an H J M frairiework of longevity bond with the effects of actual 
mortality. Based on these developments, we introduce a practical framework, 
namely longevity bond market model ( L B M M ) with a similar structure as the 
original B M M to provide an unified approach for pricing the mortality-linked 
products, given that longevity bonds arc observable. 
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 and chapter 3 provide the 
brief description on interest rate models and mortality models respectively. 
The valuation formula for guaranteed annuity options is derived in chapter 
4. Ill chapter 5, the outline of longevity bond market model and simulation 
for validation will be described. Conclusion is provided in chapter 6. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Interest Rate Models 
Interest rate derivatives are financial instruments with the payoffs which 
depend on the level or changcs of interest rates. These future payoffs would be 
related to the discount factors through the whole period within maturity. The 
potential correlation changes between the discount factors and the payoffs 
are also taken in account in the valuation process. Therefore, the main 
goal of interest rate modeling is to extract the information implied from the 
market data, to provide a consistent and fast solution for interest rate related 
products. 
Interest rate models were originally relied on the assumption of one di-
mensional dynamics for instantaneous spot rate process, Vt under risk neutral 
world. And the zero-coupon bond price at time t with maturity T is defined 
as 
E^ [E—厂J=-T] = B(L,T). 
Over years of development, the models can be divided as three types, short 
rate models, Heath-Jarrow-Morton framework, and market models. In order 
to price and hedge the derivatives efficiently, we should use a flexible model 
to capture more of the market phenomena with no arbitrage opportunity. 
6 
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Therefore, the choice of the model depends on the nature of the underlying 
interest rate product. 
2.1 Short Rate Models 
A general model for short rate, r,，is defined as 
dn = fir{t, rt)dt + (Tr{t, rf)dWt,. 
The change of rates depends on a Weinei. process. The model can be divided 
into two types: equilibrium models arid no-arbitrage models. Equilibrium 
models assume that the market will come to an equilibrium state while the 
supply meets deniancl in long-run. The current rates may not be at eqiiilib-
riiirn in the initial time. Vasicek (1977) model and Cox, Ingersoll and Ross 
(1985) model arc some of the popular equilibrium models. They both pro-
vide t.lie analytical solutions for common inslrurnenis such as interest rate 
caps and swaptions. However, there are some drawbacks from equilibrium 
models. The number of parameters is not sufficient to fit tho current term 
structure. Some shapes of the yield curve can never be obtained no matter 
how we adjust the parameters. The calibrated volatility structure becomes 
pointless under this situation and the valuations are unrealistic. 
No-arbitrage models arc exogenous interest rate models. The ciirront 
yield curve is the input such that, no arbitrage opportunity can take place. 
To preserve the analytical tractability, some major exogenous-term structure 
models use time varying parameters, for example, Hull and White extended 
Vasicek model (1990). 
The correlation stnicturo among the rates with different maturities are 
important for the valuation of swaption type products. However, the corre-
lations of one factor models are always equal to one while the interest rates 
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exhibit some non-perfect correlations in reality. It implies that the closed 
form solution of swaption under those models is just an approximation. To 
incorporate the correlation patterns, multi-factor short rate models are in-
troduced at a cost of tractability and iniplementabilit.y. 
2.2 Heath-Jarrow-Morton Framework 
Harrow-.Iarrow-Morton (HJM) framework for term structure describes the 
dynamics of the instantaneous forward rates. It is an important framework 
since all exogenous interest rate models are nested in the framework because 
the short rate is identical to the instantaneous forward rate f{t, t). 
/ ( M ) 二 r/ 
To prevent arbitrage opportunities, the instantaneous forward rate f{t, T) 
with maturity T is defined as follows. Under the risk neutral measure, 
df{t,T) = fif{t,T)dt + af{l,T)dWt 
= crf{t,r)pf j af{t, u)du 
/(0, T) = /^^(0, T) 
E(dW'dW) = pfdt , 
where Wt is a multi-dimensional random process which is different from most 
of the settings of the short rate models, and 严(0, T) is the market observed 
value. As the following relation between instantaneous forward rates and 
zero-coupon bonds hold, 
P(t�T) = e— .1了了Qt’u)du , 
the current term structure becomes an input of the model. The rest of 
parameters are calibrated by using market available instruments. That means 
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more market information can be captured if more parameters arc used under 
H J M framework. 
2.3 Bond Market Models (BMM) 
As the instantaneous forward rates, or instantaneous spot rates are uriob-
servable in the market, it is difficult for market practitioners to implement, 
the IIJM framework. Since the framework is highly flexible, there is no 
closed form solution for common interest rate instruments. The calibration 
process becomes complicated and time-consuming. To overcome these diffi-
culties, Brace, Gatarek, and Musiela (BGM) (1997), Jamshidian (1997), and 
Miltersen, Sandmann, arid Sonderinarin (1997), Baviera (2006) proposed al-
ternative, interest rate market model, consistent with H J M . 
These models are the approximated / exact form in the H J M framework 
and fit the market interest rate data. B G M (1997) proposed the LIBOR 
market models which are based on the evolution of the forward LIBOR rate. 
Black like analytical solution for interest rate caplct is derived under LIBOR 
market model. Swap market model introduced by Jamshidian (1997) con-
siders the dynamics of forward swap rate and provides a Black-like closed 
form solution for swaptioii. Baviera (2006) chooses the forward bonds as the 
fundamental variable such that exact solution for caps and approximated 
solution for swaptions are available. However, these models arc compatible 
with either Black's model for caps or Black's model for swaptions. W e mainly 
focus oil bond market models ( B M M ) in this thesis. 
Bond market model is consistent, with the H J M framework and it is used 
to model the evolution of forward bond priccs. As cxact dosed form solutions 
for interest rate caps and reasonable approximated analytical solutions for 
swaptions are provided under the models, joint calibration can be used to 
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determine the values of parameters through minimization of sum of square 
error between market and model prices. 
The bond market model of Ba.viera (2006) concentrates on modeling the 
forward bond prices. The bond dynamic is defined as 
dB{t,T) = rtB{t,T)df + cTB(t,T)dWt 
which means the bond will earn a risk-free return, r^  under the risk-neutral 
measure. W e denote TQ as the value date and {7]^}；^=0’... w as the collection 
of u; reset dates, starting from the value date. Let Tk = T/^+i — TJt be the 
time lag of no greater than a year. The forward price of a zero coupon bond 
between T^ and T^+i should be 
Under the forward measure Q^' in which B(t, T^) is the numeraire, the process 
of the forward bond price becomes driftless and 
d f m = /?fc(/:)”fc ⑷讽•⑴， （2.1) 
where 2�t) is a Q^-Brownian motion and E(dZ^{l)'dZ^\i)) = psdi. 
At time t < T.“ the forward zero-coupon bond starting at T” which pays 
$ 1 at Tj with (j - i + 1) reset dates, is defined as 
� � = 1 1 ¾ = N EN,L<T,< T,. 
It is obvious that Bij(t) = 1 for i = j. Under the dynamic of Bij{t) is 
given by 
dB,j{t) = Bi，乂•⑴办 V•⑴， （2.2) 




” U � =I Vi{t) ,ifl<T,.i=j . 
0 , otherwise 
V 
Baviera (2006) derives an analytical solution for zero coupon bond option 
and an approximated solution for coupon bearing bond option. His results 
are summarized as follows. 
Proposition 2.3.1. The European call option on zero coupon bond 13�) with 
maturity and strike K at time TQ is 
and the put option is 
ViTo； T“ D,,{To)J<) = Bo’八 T4>(-d2) — 
where is the standard normal cdf, 
,¾ = T - To /， 
E{dWdW') = pBdt . 
Proposition 2.3.2. The European call option on coupon bearing bond with 
coupon Ci which starts in Ti and end in Tj, with maturity J), and strike K 
at time Tq is approximated as 
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and the put option is 
nTo-, T“S�人 To, = BoATo)[m-dc,2) 一 S�入 T � , 
where 
( � I — V^js/TT^O k + 忍 〜 八 
VWT； - To K 2 
rp 
K = Y^�It�•i.AfAck^wKAfAck.Yi'dt 
、“；⑷ ) = J j ' i f e S y - � 
j 
Si,j(t] {CA,-}Kfc<j) = ^CiBi^k(t). 
k=i 
I 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Mortality Models 
In the past, the actuaries valued the insurance products by treating both de-
rnographical and financial factors as (lotorministic functions. They would use 
the life table for describing the future evolution of mortality and some "best “ 
estimate for interest rate to discount back the cash flow. However, the as-
sumption of constant interest rate and mortality is unrealistic. The valuation 
of instruments and corresponding risk analysis become unreliable. Actuar-
ies are working on deterministic survival functions and stochastic mortality 
model to improve the accuracy of the pricing in these several decades. 
3.1 Deterministic Survival Functions 
Mortality tabic is typically referred to a collcctioii of probabilities〔1.工 which 
maps a group of people with age ;r who will die during the next year. It 
is estimated through the use of latest demographical data. The conditional 
survival probabilities of a ；r-year-old individual who will survive for n more 
years nPx can be calculated through ^  with assumptions including no demo-
13 
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The survival probabilities are modeled discretely in the mortality table. On 
the other hand, the probabilities can bo moflelod in a continuous time man-
ner and be represented in another way with a similar setting for zero coupon 
bonds since tlie zero-coupon bond price is constant or decreasing with re-
spect to the maturity T while the survival probabilities has the same fea-
ture. Therefore, instantaneous forcc of mortality plays the same role as the 
instantaneous spot rate. 
nPx = exp I - ^ /、⑷丄] 
Now, the formulation of the instantaneous force of mortality is considered 
to capture all the important demographical information. One of the famous 
formulation of instantaneous force of mortality is the Gonipertz-Makeharn 
(GM) law of mortality. It states that the force of mortality is a sum of 
age-independent cornponeiit (Makeham function), and age-dependent com-
ponei.it (Gornpertz function) which is an exponential increasing function of 
age. GM(r,s) model is defined as 
r r r+s ) 
G M r M 二 = ； + e x p I ^ 
i=l [j=r+l J 
From the empirical studies, the Gonipertz-Makeliarri law can fit the mortality 
in the oarly state well. However, the actual mortality rate increases less 
rapidly than the model predicted in the late state. To deal with this “ late-
life mortality deceleration" arid other unrealistic assumptions and forecast 
the future mortality, stochastic mortality models are introduced. 
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3.2 Stochastic Mortality Models 
To forecast the year- and age-dependent mortality, Lee and Carter (1992) 
proposed that the force of mortality is defined as 
Xx(l) = e>q)(a.r + If hli) 
which can be used for different age groups and risk classes as a^- and b^ arc 
marked in term of the individuals' class. K.t is a random walk process with 
drift. 
Milevsky and Proinislow (2001) have used another approach to model 
t,he stochastic force of mortality, whose expectation at any future date has a 
Gompertz specification. A general form of mean reverting Browriian Goin-
pertz model of Milevsk、y and Promislow (2001) is shown as follows. 
where Yf is governed by an Ornsteiri-Uhlenbeck process. This process is 
cxpectccl to grow exponentially and the variance is proportional to the hazard 
rate. The process, Yi exhibits mean reversion with a zero long-run value. 
Ballotta and Habcrman (2006) proposed to use a method similar to 
Milevsky and Promislow (2001). Their method replaces the exponential 
Gompertz term by a reduction factor which is a ratio of the hazard rates, 
RF(:r, t) = e�(大•印 
where a： is the rate of change in the force of mortality on the logarithmic 
scalc over time, p describes offset,! iiig power from the age factor. W o adopt, 
the Ballotta and Habemian (2006) approach in next chapter. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Guaranteed Annuity Options 
under B M M 
This chapter demonstrates the use of B M M in a typical insurance product, 
guaranteed annuity option (GA)). A G A O provides the policyholder the right 
to choose to receive at retirement, T, either a total cash payment which is 
equal to the reference fund value St，or an annuity based on the fund 
value and a predetermined guaranteed annuity rate, g throughout his/her 
remaining lifetime. * 
When a policyholder aged xq with the normal retirement age N enters 
the contract at time 0, he will receive, at maturity T = N — XQ, 
Ct = [gSraN - 6V)+ = gS如 一 (4.1) 
where K!�=l/g and a^ is the expected present value of the annuity at time 
T. The annuity pays $ 1 at the beginning of each year for the remaining 
lifetime of the policyholder. 
Assume a frictionlcss market in which continuous trading on perfectly 
divisible securities is allowed with no taxes, no transaction costs and no 
I 
restrictions on the borrowing and lending. The stochastic instantaneous spot 
16 
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rate is /、. Under risk-neutral probability measure Q, the fair market price of 
annuity, cln at time T can be expressed as 
'uq-N -
e:、';+、〜>‘n :Fr、 (4/2) 
- J = o . 
where CUO is the largest survival age, T, T + 1, • • • ,UJQ - N are the times of 
annuity payments, Ty is a random variable for the remaining lifetime of a y-
year-okl policyholder conditional on the information accumulated up to time 
T, J^ T- The G A O contract entered at time 0 by a policyholder aged xq at 
time T() has the valuation formula, 
Vixo.To^T) = E^ ^ ¾ ] . (4-3) 
There are two independent components affecting the value of G A O . The 
first component is the financial risk generated from the fluctuation of interest 
rates and the underlying fund. The sccond one is the mortality risk of the 
policyholders. The following specifies the financial models and the mortality 
model. 
4.1 Model Settings 
4.1.1 Financial Variables 
The reference fund, S, is assumed to follow the Black-Scholes dynamic under 
the risk-neutral measure Q, 
dSt = nStdi + asStdZ^(l.) (4.4) 
where Z ^ is a. standard one-dimcnsional Q-Brownian motion, as is a pos-
itive constant representing volatility of the fund, and r^  is the stochastic 
instantaneous interest rate. 
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Interest rates are modeled through forward rates using the H J M approach. 
Under the risk-neutral measure Q, the T-forward rate evolves as 
df{t.T) = —cTu(t,T)psajj{t,Tydt - (4.5) 
where CTB{T, T) is an A/-dimensioiial vector satisfying (Tb{T, T) = 0, A' 
denotes the transpose of the matrix A, and is an A /-dimensional Q-
Brownian motion having an instantaneous correlation matrix pB such that 
dw^H 释 y)==(PB�dt. 
W e allow the imderlying fund to be correlated with the interest rate term 
structure. Specifically, the correlation matrix p for the Brownian motions 
W ^ and Z ^ takes the following form: 
(dW%) \ ( PB PB.S \ ^ 
cov = pal = at. (4.6) 
V dzHt) / V Ps,B 1 y 
The H J M approach of (4.5) leads to the following classical results. The 
zero-coupon bond follows the dynamics, 
dB{t, T) = B{U T) [ndt + (Tb{U T)d\V^{t)]， (4.7) 
where B{t, T) denotes the zero-coupon bond with maturity T• The instan-
taneous interest rate is given by 
Vi = /(0, 0 + 丨:基a必.,L)PBC7{S, tyds -丨:^CTB(S.. 
W e take the form of bond market models under their corresponding mea-
sures. At time t < T}, the forward zero-coupon bond starting at Tj, which 
pays $ 1 at Tj with (j — ?: + 1) reset dates, is defined as 
B,.At) = = n B i M id e N, i < T, < T丨. 
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It is obvious that Bij{i) = 1 for i = j. Under the dynamic of Bij{L) is 
given by 
dB,j{t) = / ¾ ⑴ t,’j ⑴(^ ‘分⑴， (4.8) 
where 
F 
，if t < Ti 
”i’At) = Vi(l) ’if t<Ti,i = j . 
0 , otherwise 
\ 
W e would like to highlight that there is no difference among the H J M and 
B M M up to the current setting. W e value interest rate derivatives by ap-
plying B M M approximation on the forward bond dynamics. Therefore, the 
problem of interest is whether the approximations lead to significant pricing 
error for G A O or not. 
4.1.2 Mortality 
As the mortality is assumed to be not directly traded in the financial market 
in the present ease, the equivalent martingale measure (EMM), after incor-
porating the mortality risk, is not known and in general not unique. In other 
words, we are working with an incomplete market and the market calibration 
is ill general infeasible. As the mortality risk is assumed to be independent 
of the financial market, Dahl (2004) suggests that it is natural to adopt the 
E M M based on the real survival probability P. W e subscribe to the same 
notion so that (4.2) can be expressed as 
'UJQ — N 
aN = E ^ [e-.f”+“'E<^[/(T〜)|A’]A’ 
-j=o -
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•ujo — N -
- j = o . 
'u>u-N _ 
二 E^ ； ^ e - � " T r 
. . 7 = 0 . 
uJo-N 
= X ] B。v>+.7_cn,p/v (4.9) 
j=0 
where jpN is the real survival probability of the policyholder aged N whose 
remaining lifetime is greater than j. In addition, (4.3) can be reduced to 
= C V o [ ('r-7b)P(.ro+7b)] (4.10) 
where 
6V„ = cjE^ [e-.('』Vi*‘9H«'yv - A^+l ^ ¾ ] . (4.11) 
The survival probability (T-To)P(.cn i-TO) in (4.10) can be deduced from the 
standard mortality tables. With the constant mortality assumption, the 
quantity in (4.11) can be obtained analytically. However, a more realistic 
situation should consider stochastic mortality. To ho conaiatont with Ballotta 
and Haberman (2006), we use the reduction factor with the parameters of 
GM(2,3) model in Sithole et al.(2000). 
For the age y = x z and time u = t + we adopt the following 
specification for the force of mortality. 
入(ic -{-z,L + z) = X{x + <3’ o ) e ( 帅 扑 训 附 二 2 , 
where X(y, 0) is the hazard rate for a person aged y in year 0, and A u ) is 
the hazard rate for a person now aged y in the future year u with respect to 
year 0’ and the rest of the equations is the reduction factor, a'o, Po and cr；, 
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are constant values, {Y* : i > 0) is a stochastic process on (il, JT. P), and 
入(工 + 2 ， 0 ) == + + 肌 2 - 1 ) , 
一 (x + z)- 70 
In addition, V^ * is governed by an Onistein-Uhlenbeck process, 
dY； = -aoV*dt + aydlV(f) 
厂 (4.12) 
Vo* = 0 , 
\ 
where a is the speed of reversion and cry is volatility of 广.W(t) is indepen-
dent of all Brovvriian motion in financial market aa mortality risk is assumed 
to ho indopondont of financial risks. 
4.2 Guaranteed annuity option 
Denote the maturity T 二 Ta, which means that there arc rv reset dates before 
the retirement date, and the late payment date ujo- £o = T…There are uj-a 
reset dates after T^ with the same time lag. i.e., T^ n 一 T\ 二 I for k > a. 
Proposition 4.2.1. The price of GAO is 
Vixo, To, To) = Ct„ {T^-To)P{xo+r„)， 
where 
_ T /UJO-N \ + _ 
\ j=o J 
_ /uo-N \ + _ 
_ \ j=0 J 
. r /u^o-N \ +" 
\ 3=0 / _ 
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where E^^^ denotes the expectation under the probability measure Q"^ which 
takes the zero coupon bond B{t, T(y) as the numeraire. E*^ denotes the 
expectation under the probability measure Q^'^'o which takes the expected dis-
counted asset =卯气，�)as numeraire. 
Proof is referred to Appendix A.l. 
Proposition 4.2.2. The price of GAO at time To is approximated as 
V(xo^ To, T,) Pixn+T„)9STo [PaATo)e'"'-<P{dvj) - K,<P{dv,2)] (4.13) 
where 
bj—a 
3 = 0 
式 >.’u； = / (JspB,s - PB^ dr 
,,To \ j = , j 
"^IJT<�. — To) = I ^VaJr)p,sVaUr)'dT 
./TV, 
= 2 ^ p ⑵,) ’ 
， 
dv.2 = dv,l - Va.a- \/ TA — Tq 
Refer to Appendix A.2 for the proof. 
This is an approximate formula for G A O . A similar formula which use the 
asymptotic expansion approach in Kawai (2003) can be derived to improve 
the accuracy. However, the error by using above formula is acceptable after 
we conducted the iiiiirierical analysis. W e keep on the analysis by using the 
formula in proposition (4.2.2) in the next section. 
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4.3 Numerical results 
There are several methods which specify the bond volatility structure such 
as piecewise-coiistaiit instantaneous volatility structure, parametric volatil-
ity structure. W e use a specific three factor time homogeneous parametric 
volatility bond market model and comparc it with the one factor Hull-White 
model. Angelini arid Herzel (2005) suggest that using both Ho-Lee form arid 
Mercurio-Moraldea form to capture the cap implied volatility can have a bet-
ter performance on calibration. W e extend to a three factor model by using 
a Ho-Lee foriii to capture the major factor, parallel shift, Hull-White form to 
capture the twist shift, and Mercurio-Moraleda form to capture the humped 
volatility structure and the butterfly effect in our B M M . W e assume that 
these factors are iiricorrelated as the parallel effect, twist effect arid butterfly 
effect are found as independent factors under principal components analysis 
(PCA) of the time series of interest rates. Specifically, 
dB,{t) = 妒'(t) 
where W'^'^ {t) is a 3-dirneiisioiial standard Browiiian motion under forward 
measure, and 
/ \ / \ 
� T k + i ) y y 力，了FC) Y 
criiLil.T) = ai(T-i) 
cruwiUT)=与[1-e-"(了-0] 
a* 
^ ff T) 一 〔3(7 +⑷ Z o s h j ^ asj A -b(T-/.) 
PB = (7-2, (73, a\ b\ 7 > 0 . 
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The dynamic for Hull-White model is given by 
dr{l) = K (a(0 — r⑴）(U + _'fi『(0, rr, k > 0 
where W*{t) is a standard one dimensional Brownian motion correlated with 
Z'^ under measure Q, so that 
dW*(t)dZ^{t) = pHwdi . 
For the mortality effect, PMA92-C20 table based on data for the period 
1990-1994 and extrapolated to 2020 is used as the constant mortality effect. 
For the part of stochastic mortality, we consider a reduction factor with 
hazard rate model which is defined in Ballotta and Haberrnan (2006). GM(2,3) 
formula with parameters estimated by Sithole et al.(2000) from the standard 
table for male immediate annuitants with duration +1 (1991-1994) is used 
for modeling the hazard rate and also the survival probability. ^ 
4.3.1 Simulation Study 
W e demonstrate the performance of our proposed model and contrast it to 
the one factor Hull-white model in this section. A flat initial term structure 
is assumed and instantaneous forward rate for all maturity is fixed at 4%, 
i.e./(0, •) — 0.04. Following the indication of Bolton etal. (1997)，we choose 
g = 11.1%. The detail specification of the simulation is given in Table 4.1. 
In ilic first, siinulatioii, wo assume tlic ono-factor Hull-White model to 
be the true model and generate market prices of caps and swaptioiis. Then 
calibrations are performed to generated prices with the Hull-White model and 
B M M . W e examine the errors of each calibration. In t he second simulation, 
iThc choicc was made bccausc wc would like to make a more fair comparison between 
the constant mortality cffect and stochastic mortality cffect. 
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Parameter set for simulation 
Design parameters 
g = 11.1%; N 二 65 
Financial model parameters 
6o = 100; OS = 20%p.a.; /(0, •) = 4%p.a. 
Puw = 0; PSJ3 = [0, 0, 0: 
Mortality model parameters 
„ _ 0.014429.八 _ -0.040629 
— 100 ’ "2 - ioo~ 
In = -4.399861; 62 = 5.56873; 63 = -0.654909 
Q.o = -0.019765; Po = 0-000109；〜.=10%p.a.; qq = 0.5 
The parameters for the mortality model, GM(2,3) model are provided in C M I 
Bureau (1999) and Sithole et al.(2000). 
Table 4.1: Set of parameters used in the simulation analysis 
we regard a three-factor H J M to be the true model and do the same as the 
first case. 
GAO under one-factor HJM framework 
Assume that the one factor Hull-White model fully reflects the real situ-
ation. W e fix the parameters for a limiting scenario of constant volatility 
and a benchmark ease to retrieve another scenario of exponentially decaying 
volatility. Figure (B.l) shows that the limiting case can only captures the 
parallel shift while the bcnching caso captures both the parallel shift arid 
twist effect. 
O'HW ^ 
Limiting case 0.001 0.001 
Benchmark ease 0.01 0.15 
From the results in Tabic (B.1)-(8.2), our proposed model captures most 
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Figure (a) is the G A O price against age at inception under PMA92-C20 
setting. Figure (c) is G A O price under GM(2,3) model. The absolute relative 
error of G A O price against age at inception under PMA92-C20 setting is 
shown ill figure (b) and that under GM(2’3) model is shown in figure (d). 
Figure 4.1: G A O Price under limiting ease. 
of the term structure implied by the Hull-White model, for both the limiting 
case and the benchmark case. The average relative absolute error'^  is less 
than 0.01% in the calibration for B M M . 
The average absolute error^  of G A O prices under B M M are within one 
cent. And the error from calibration would not lead to a serious mispricing for 
G A O . Therefore, proposed B M M is suitable for both scenarios with parallel 
2Average Absolute Relative Error (AARE) = ^ 丨〔'二;;’【:(。叫 
•• A^verage Absolute Error (AAE) = \ 一【,;厂 
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Figure (a) is the G A O price against age at inception under PMA92-C20 
setting. Figure (c) is G A O price under GM(2,3) model. The absolute relative 
error of G A O price against age at inception under PMA92-C20 setting is 
yliuwn ill figure (1)) and that uiider GM(2’3) model is shown in figure (cl). 
Figure 4.2: G A O Price under benchmark ease. 
shift and twist effect. 
Table (B.5) shows the prices of G A O contract when the policyholder aged 
50 entered the contract. And the extra premium from the G A O embedded 
in the policy is about 50% of the original single payment under PMA92-C20 
and under GM(2’3) model at the beginning in both cases. Moreover, the 
premium wiUi a long niaturil.y is sharply decreasing under the stochastic 
mortality effect for both scenarios for the interest rate moveinerit. 
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GAO under three-factor HJM framework 
W c assume that a three factor H J M framework is suitable for capturing the 
term structure of market interest rate. Since there is no exact analytical 
solutions for swaptioiis and G A O , we simulate 50, 000 paths to get the prices 
of caps and swaptions under the H J M framework. Calibrations are done 
under H W model and B M M respectively. 
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Figure (a) is the G A O price against age at inception under PMA92-C20 
setting. Figure (c) is G A O pricc under GM(2’3) model. The absolute relative 
error of G A O price against age at inception under PMA92-C20 setting is 
shown in figure (b) and that under GM(2,3) model is shown in figure (d). 
Figure 4.3: G A O Price under specified Bond Market Model. 
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The testing parameter set is ai = 0.01，o: — 0.01, a* = 0.15，¢73 = 0,002, 
7 = 0.6 and b* 二 0.3. Figure (B.2) shows a simulated situation which includes 
parallel effect, twist effect and butterfly effect. 
The corresponding prices of G A O are calculated and compared with the 
"tnic model". As there is no exact solution for G A O under B M M , the sim-
ulated prices are used as the ” true prices". W e believe that the simulated 
prices are not far away from the actual prices. 
The results in table (B.3) show that even though the calibration errors 
under H W model arc small. The pricing errors under the models arc very dif-
ferent while different models aro used. Under the assumption of the forward 
bond dynamics, which follows 3-dinieiisioriaI Gaussian H J M framework, the 
prices by using IIW model are upward biased, especially the prices with a 
early age at inception. From figure (4.3a) and (4.3c), approximation under 
B M M provides a slightly upward bias through all the age at inception. How-
ever, the prices under H W model derivate from the true values inconsistently. 
Table (B.6) shows the corresponding G A O for a policyholder aged 50. The 
absolute difference between true values and B M M is smaller. W e find that 
the G A O pricos have a large range among dilfereiit ages, from nearly free to 
around 50 dollars. 
4.3.2 Empirical results 
The dataset, provided by Datastrearn, consists of a time series of daily U K 
zero yield with 720 different maturities (from 1 month to 60 years) and 
Financial Times Stock Exchange (FTSE) 1()() Index from 16/10/2006 to 
13/04/2007 for a total of 130 days, and the market implied volatilities of 
caps and swaptions in 13/04/2007. W e do not include the swaptions data 
with the total maturities, the sum of option maturity and swap maturity, 
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longer than 11 years because the implied volatilities of those swaptions do 
not always reflect the market values and are largely driven by liquidity risk. 
As the caps and swaptions are only dependent on the yield curve and 
volatility, we firstly calibrate the parameters in H W model and B M M . After-
wards, the market correlation stnicture between the underlying fund return 
and the return of 6 month bond, 2 year bond, 5 year bond, 10 year bond and 
30 year bond are calculated. By comparing with model correlation, the cor-
relation between the fund and the three factors of B M M f)B、s are estimated 
through minimization of the sum of square of relative error of the correlation. 
And the correlation of spot rate and fund p^w is estimated at the correlation 
between the 3 month zero yield and the index. After the correlation matrices 
are known, the prices for the G A O are calculated. 
PCA for the period between 16lh Ocl, 2006 and 13th Apr, 2007 
no ： — — Isl PCaI 
0.8 •： 2nd PCA ‘ 
： 3rd PCA 
0.6 -i 
舊 0.4 -： 
I i 
I 0,2 • I 
To 一痛 _••••_ 
t „ ： " 、 了 ‘ 二 
S 0 • ‘‘ • - 二o、、 
、 們 
- 0 . 2 • Z 
- � 4 , . 
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maturity (year) 
The 1st P C A represents the parallel shift, 2nd P C A represents the twist 
effect, and 3rd P C A represents the convexity effect. 
Figure 4.4: P C A for the zero yield curve for the period between l(3th October, 
2006 and 13th April, 2007.‘ 
Figure (4.4a) shows the principal components analysis for the zero yield 
(i.e.the yearly maturity data is used) for the period between 16th Octo-
ber, 2006 and 13th April, 2007. The explained percentage of the first P C A 
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which represents the parallel shift is 93.8106%, while that of the second P C A 
is 4.3973% and 0.936% for the third PCA. The average absolute relative 
errors for the caps and swaptions is lower under B M M . These show that 
B M M can provide a more accurate calibration to the market implied volatil-
ities. Moreover, the estimated puw is 0.0414 while the estimated f)s、B is 
[0.2064, -0.0038, -0.1276]. 
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Figure (a) is the G A O price against age at inception under PMA92-C20 
setting. Figure (c) is G A O price under GM(2,3) model.Figure (c) is the 
price under H W model. Figure (d) is the price under B M M . 
Figure 4.5: G A O Price on 13th April 2007. 
From figure (4.5a) and (4.5b) have very similar trends on the valuation of 
G A O . The price of G A O under B M M and that under H W model are similar 
when the age at inception is high. This is because the time to maturity is 
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short and the effects from the parameter settings of the models are insignifi-
cant. The impacts increase when the age at inception decreases. W e believe 
that the huge difference between prices under the B M M and those under 
the H W model is due to the further information provided by the caps and 
swaptions, which is captured by the B M M . The average price of G A O with 
constant morality effect is 48.46% of original payment under B M M while it 
is 38.02% under Hull-White model. Table (B.7) shows the prices of G A O of 
the policyholder aged 50 under both B M M and Hull-White model. 
In addition, figure (4.5c), (4.5d) and (4.6) show that prices of G A O under 
stochastic mortality model have smaller differences with those under constant 
mortality effect. The average price premium ^ under B M M is —4.4166 dol-
lars, which is lower than that under H W model, -2.9081 dollars. 
10| 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Figure 4.6: Price Premium on 13th April 2007. 
Although Hull-White model can successfully capture both parallel shift 
and twist effect, the failure of reflecting the butterfly effect causes a large 
difference on pricing. Therefore, it shows that the choice of the interest rate 
Price Premium = Price under GM(2,3) - Price under PMA92-C20 
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model would affect the premium a lot. An interest rate model which captures 
most of the market information is essential for valiiating such interest rate 
sensitive insurance products. 
Bond market models are more superior than one factor H J M framework 
since it provides a simple but accurate approximated closed-form solution for 
G A O . And it has more than 99% explained percentage for change of interest 
rates by incorporating only three factors. In addition, the time required for 
calibration and valuation under our bond market model are less than those 
under Hull-White model. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Longevity Bond Market Models 
In Chapter 4, mortality risk is independent of financial risks and cannot be 
hedged with the liquid capital market. Thus, it is the intent of the insur-
ance companies to issue / purchase mortality-linked instruments to financial 
market such that mortality risk can be potentially hedged. 
Ill fact, mortality-linked instruments become increasingly important in 
both financial market and insurance market. Longevity bond is one of these 
instrumonts whoso final payoff is related to tho realized survival index at 
maturity T. Cairns et al. (2006) and Miltersen and Persson (2006) proposed 
the use of these longevity bonds in the insurance industry and provided some 
ideas on potential mortality-linked products. Valuation of such products, 
including G A O described in the previous section is popular in the markets. 
However, the valuation of longevity bond involves the idea, of stochastic 
interest rates and survival index. Many papers (for example Dahl (2004)) 
have mentioned Uiat the force of mortality can be modeled in a similar fash-
ion as interest rate modeling. Bauer (2006) also developed their models based 
on this assumption. Barbarin (2007) extended it to depending on both ex-
pected mortality and the actual mortality. In this chapter, we incorporate the 
34 
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longevity factor into the present bond market model such that the products 
with both interest rate risks and mortality risks can be evaluated analytically 
and numerically. 
Longevity bond market models ( L B M M ) are based on the H J M frame-
work for longevity bond in Barbarin (2007). However, it is more practical 
and implementable. European option on zero coupon longevity bond and 
coupon bearing longevity bond for different age groups arc derived in simi-
lar irianner of those on simple zero coupon bond arid coupon bearing bond. 
Those formulas would ccrtainly help the insurance companies and all poten-
tial investors to get accurate values through marking to the market process. 
The market will develop in a high speed when the longevity bonds are traded 
in the capital market. 
W e will discuss the details of the models and introduce the pricing meth-
ods of other potential products in the following parts. Numerical results arc 
then given to verify the potential use of the proposed approach. 
5.1 Model Settings 
5.1.1 Theoretical Settings 
Suppose the longevity bonds arc traded in the market. The corresponding 
risk-nciitral measure can then be calibrated from market prices of longevity 
bonds. W e develop a. market model based on observed longevity bond. 
The proposed model is consistent with the Heath- J arrow- Morton frame-
work of longevity bond as in Bar bain (2007). W e assume that the overall 
population can bo dividod into difforont groups which have the similar char-
acters. W e define a measurable space (X, M) where X is representing the 
age of the people at initial time 0. A probability space that (H, F) which 
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have a A/-dimensional Wiener process Wi and a A^-marked point process 
{Tn, Z„)n>i is defined. 
For any A e A", the initial number of people is denoted as no(/1) and the 
number of death up to time L is represented by a counting process N{t, A), 
oo 
N(t,A) = J2hT.<t}hzneA} 
n = l 
This counting proccss is bounded (i.e. IV[t, A) < n()(/l) < oo). 
The filtration generated by tho Brownian motion and counting process is 
defined as G = (Qf)f<o (i.e. Gt. = criW, : 0 < ,s < t) V a{N{s,A) ： 0 < s < 
t, A e ^)). A unique compensator of the counting process N{t, A) is denoted 
as A(/,,/1) = f : j�A'u.s[d:r)(h where Ui{dx) is a measure-valued process for 
each A e ^ and I > 0. The compensator is a predictable increasing process 
such that ci{t, A) = N{t, A) — A{t, A) is a martingale. The compensator 
A(/., A){uj) = 0 happens almost surely on the set : N(/,, A)(cj)= 
no{A)} for each A e X. 
5.1.2 Risk-free Bonds and Longevity Bonds 
W e allow the risk-free zero-coupon bond to be dependent on tho actual 
mortality on top of the change in interest rate and expected mortality im-
plied by Brownian motions. It is reduced to a traditional H J M framework 
T, x) = 0) since it is not so realistic. 
Under the risk neutral measure, for cach .s < T, the instantaneous forward 
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rates /„(/'’ T) have the following stochastic differential equation, 
/(6�’T) = /(0, T) + y^' (^±aB(t,T)paj,(t,T) - dt 
+ /0 /a, ^  ln(l + •〜((’ 了，.幼(1 +'々 "((,T’.'r))/5"((’ 
-j:�嘉M,，T)dWt - j : L I ln(l + Mt, T, x))N{dt, dx) 
= / ( 0 , T) + j:各(713��T) pa nit, T)dt — j : T)dW^ 
+ / 嘉 ln(l + T�x))iljB{t, T, x)ii?(dx)di 
- � f ^ H } + i>B(t 工 x))q 气 dt,d:c), 
J 0 ^ K 
where 
M ?^ = VK, + � 
Jo 
q'^ii.A) = cj{i,A)- r I {p''mx)-l)ut{clx)dt 
./0 Ja 
=N(t,A)-厂[P^(t,x)ut(dx)dt , 
7() J A 
and /3严 and x) are the Radon-Nikoclym derivatives for the change 
from physical measure to risk neutral measure. T) is a M-dimensioiial 
predictable proccss and 如(J,T�x) is 1-dimensional predictable A'-marked 
proccss, and Wt is a n-dimcnsional Brownian motion. And p is the correlation 
matrix of the Brownian motion such that 
E{dW'dW) = psdt . 
Therefore, t he dynamics of the risk-free zero-coupon bond with maturit.y 
T is given by 
dB{t,T) = B{t, T).i^rtdi + T)dWp + J i'B(t,T,x)q^{dt,dx)^ (5.1) 
Before describing the features and the dynamics of longevity bonds, we 
assume that the overall population can be divided into M disjoint subsets, 
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C m G X for m = 1,.. • , M . For each we define the survivor index at 
time /. as 
"广 , _ n o { G r r . ) - N { f , G r n ) 
no{Gm) 
where no(G„,,) is the initial number of people in the group and the numerator 
represents the number of people alive at time t. 
Unlike the risk-free zero coupon bond with the deterministic payoff struc-
tures, a zero-coupon (T, G\„.)-longevity bond has a final payoff /'/’(G,„.) at 
maturity T. We define the price of the zero-coupon (T, G^J-longevity bond 
at time t as 
J)i�t,工 C;„:} = h(G，n)e—.l了抓 
The stochastic differential equation of instantaneous forward longevity 
rates //(/-, T, Gm) is 
=//(0, T, Cm) + r (4f吓厂 ^vr)pcTp{t, T, C^) 一 T, ( ¾ "广 d . s 
Jo Ol / 
+ lo Jx (戶(《’ G饥,'咖T, x ) ^ In (Cp(^, T, G爪,x)) x)ut(dx)dt 
—lo 嘉""户('，T’ q 册 ： — l o Jx 嘉 In (("(,'，T, C-，：幼 N{dt x dx). 
= M O 工 ( I n ) + 1: —丨:嘉M"^’了,。,,,.)•.? 
+ 厂 l\ll)P�t 工 G,n�X�lh八(:p�t 工 Gm�XyiU?(si:V恤. 
0 J )(. 
- j : jx ir In ( ( T ’ G動 x)) q%ii X dx) ’ 
where (7肌)is a n-diiriensional predictable process, Cp{t,T, Gm, 
and 7]p(t,T,Gm,x) are 1-dimensional functions. Qp(t,T, G„i,x) represents 
the jump size and T, G,n, represents the possibility of jump. 
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The dynamics of a zero-coupon (7，’ G^-longevity bond is as follows 
dm�T, = Pi(L T, Brn)- jnri/, + ap{t, T, G J ^ / W f + '0p(/，T, C；爪，工御t, dx) , | 
where 如{t、T\Gm、工、is l-dirnerisional predictable X-marked process and is 
related to the jump size and the possibility of jump. 
Consider the forward (T“ (7r".)-lorigevit,y bond for the group G m with ma-
turity Ti, It is defined as 
PiAt.Gn,) = If丨「；,.旧，t<7]< 朴 
Gm) 
Proposition 5.1.1. The dynamic of the forward {Ti, Gm)-longevity bond is 
• V 
ap{t,Ti, Cm) Ti+i,Crn)—即[t�Ti, Cm)](计 
+ [a>(力’ 7]仆 Gm) - ap{f, T” GJ] dW"^ 
d P i A t � G爪 ) = 丄 \ > 
= P i A t , G U — i y《，G m ) d W ^ ' + L 屯 . 、 、 d T ) | 
where 
'�(,.Gm) = Op�t�Ti+i�Gm) — Crp(t, T“ Gm) 
, 广 、—l'lpp{t^ T � ’ Grn.x) - •Ippjt, T,, Gm^x) 
Jo 
= (7〜,/1) 一 / ' I ‘iMu�T”Gm,x)v?(dx)dt 
Jo J A 
=N{t, A) - [ [{1+ T“ Gm, x))v?idx)dt . 
Jo J A 
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The proposition is proven by using the generalized Ito's Lemma. 
At time I, < T“ the forward longevity bond which depends on C m starting 
at Ti, and pays /7)((¾ at T) dollar with (j - + 1) reset dates, is defined as 
It is obvious that /%•(/', (7m) 二 1 for ''' = j. Under the measure with the 
numeraire P/(f, 7^；, G,„), the dynamic of Pij(t) is given by 
L Jx . 
where 
G-ra) 
= < , 
0 , otherwise 
V 
(thAt.� 
Ei：； MU Gm, X) + Etfc Mt. ^n,工m, Gm�^T) + . •. 
=^ + • • • Mf'^ ^ m , Gm. x)--- ；^；) , if t < T,. 
0 , otherwise 
\ 
Proposition 5.1.2. The coupon bearing G川,-lo.ngevity bond provides a series 
of cash flows that is proportion to the realized survival indices on each reset 
date. It is denoted as 
j 
Grn. = Y . T k , (？饥 ) ! . 
k=i 
The dynamic of the forward Gm-coupon bearing longevity bond 
P f j j , Gm,{(^i}k.=i,..,j) = ’二"t’ff(S’…’•')僅'_.urity 7] under measure 
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• is 
dP〔i、t', G m 、 { C i } k = : i , - , j ) 
where 
The proposition is directly proved by summation of the dynamic of Gm-
longevity bonds with different maturities. 
5.2 Applications on Potential Mortality-Linked 
Products 
W c can estimate and calibrate the parameters of L B M M by using the ex-
isting life tables and prices of insurance derivatives. The proposed products 
can have the similar structures of the interest rate products including bond 
options and swaptions. They can be used to hedge t.he large portfolios of the 
existing products, for example, guaranteeci annuity options. 
Longevity bond option is developed on the idea that the company would 
like to hedge the interest rate risk and mortality risk between the end of the 
contract and actual payment date. The option can be used to combine with 
the longevity bond such that it can offer a better protection to portfolios of 
insurance companies. 
Proposition 5.2.1. Suppose we have the call option on the ( , Gm)-
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longevity bond with maturity T,: and strike K at time t, 
- P l i t Gn,.) > K) - KPi{t, T” Grr,M{PiATi. GJ > K) 
and put option on the (Tj+z, Gm)-longevity bond with maturity and strike 
K at time t is 
= m ( t , T” G,nW(PiATr. Gm) < K) - /¾力’ T…，6^,,)(^…7；，cy < K) 
A coupon bearing longevity bond option should be more popular than the 
simple longevity bond option since the payoff structure is similar to that of 
guaranteed annuity option. It can help to hedge the position of the insurance 
companies effectively. 
Proposition 5.2.2. Suppose we have the call option on the Gcoupon bear-
ing longevity bond with reset date on { T/Jfc二�’...j and maturity and strike 
K at time t, 
五 Q G 饥 、 一 KItAGJ)、];'、’、• 
=P[(t, Grn. {cnh�.MPHPUT” Grn, {^)^=,,.,^) > K) 
-KPt(t, T i � 饥 ’ {c山二…> K) 
and put option on the Gm-coupon bearing longevity bond with reset date on 
{T(t}&=j’...’j and maturity 7) and strike K at time t is 
^ ^ [{KItAOJ - P^Tu G饥,k:}H’...，�+e-./.,‘r""". 
=KP人t�T,, GmW{P[:i.{T,, < K) 
- m t , Gm, G 饥 、 < K) 
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As the setting of longevity bond is different from G B M setting, an exact 
analytical solutions for the products cannot be obtained in most cases. In 
this section, we will provide the valuation method under different situations. 
(i) ¢,(1,0,, ,6) = 0 
If our bonds do not depend on the actual mortality, it can be reduced to a 
closed form solution. This solution would certainly help us to analyze the 
solution with dependence on the actual mortality. 
Proposition 5.2.3. The dosed form for the price of the call option on the 
( 1 , Gm)-longevity bond with maturity T] at time t is 
五Q [(PL(TI. T.^UGM) - KLTAGM�RE:J'�DU 
-Pl(t, Tr+l.Gm)Hdp,j) - KPi{U T” Grri讽dp“2� 
and put option on (；, Gm)-longevity bond with maturity T). at time t is 
EQ [(KhSGm) - Pi{Tu 7^/, 6y)+e— 
二 KP人t�G^~)(I�-dp，、2) - P丨又t’. Ti+i�Gm)(P� — dpi�i) 
where 
1 P , i t , T , + ,,G,„) 1-2 rp 
, 111 Kl)i(t,Ti�Gm)卞 2 丄 » 
ri代"二 
1 P,(/.//.,]]’(?,,,） / -2 rp 
d ^ = KPtit,Tr,Grn) _ 2 ^ij ^ ’ 
“ 节i,:j’G,n\^l 
。 严 / 
Jo 
E(dW'dW) = pBdt 
Proposition 5.2.4. Call option on the Gm.-coupon hearing longevity bond 
with reset date on {Tk}k=i,..�i and maturity T), and strike K at time t is 
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approximated as 
=Pt{t. (In, {Cih�.’^(ip�’!) — KPi(t, T“ 
and put option on the Gm-coupon bearing longevity bond with reset date on 
{ J and maturity and strike K at time t is approximated as 
^^ [(Klr^iGm)-尸r⑶，Gm’ 1^,' 
where 
In P,(7\’（''m’{c:,}fc=，,.",j) , I T/g rp 
, lU KPt{t,T,.G,„) 卞 ？ * 
' 仏 = 
Pf(Ti’Grn’{Cih=,,,…’J) _ I fr2 rp 
, m KFI(T,TI,GM) ~ 2 
= —T 
JO 
E{dW'dW) = pBdt 
(ii) 
Analytical solution becomes impossible when the actual mortality greatly 
affects the longevity bonds. Simulation is a possible ways to solve the prob-
lems but it is very time-consuming. However, if the distribution of the actual 
mortality is known, the time for the simulation process can be reduced sig-
nificantly. 
Proposition 5.2.5. The option can be expressed as the expectation of the 
probabilities of the forward longevity bond having a vahe which is greater 
than K under certain number of jumps. The call option on the (；, Gm)-
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longevity bond with maturity at time t is 
=Pi(t. > K I yV(T„.))l 
-KPI(L T.“ GM) > !< I ；,•))] 
Similarly, the put option on the (Ti+i, Gm)-longevity bond with maturity 7\ 
at time t is 
^^ [{KHAGN.) - PI{TI, ^ , ) ) + 1 ^ / 
=KPi(t, T“ Grn) < K I 例 T V ) ) ] 
-Piit. < K | iV(7V))] 
Proposition 5.2.6. Call option on the Gm-coiipon bearing longevity bond 
with reset date on {71.)^ =^ ,... j and maturity 1} at time i is 
= / f ((, On, 叱 “ Crn.[：山J) > K | .))] 
— / < P 办 ， 7 ; ， C y E � > K I "(TV))] 
and put option on the Cm-coupon bearing longevity bond with reset date on 
{Tk}k=i, -,j and maturity at time t is 
[{Kh^iCrrr) — , ( 7 ^ , { 。 - 山 = , , . . . + |巧― 
=KFi(i, Tu ( ; „ , ) # ’ W ( / ( ( : r “ {ci}k=u...j) < K I 吼 . ) ) 1 
— , . , � [ ( ¾ 户 { ( ： 山 ， � . . ， 】 ） < K I yv(7v))] 
5.3 Numerical Results 
The simulation for the valuation is very complicated. It involves the simu-
lation of the different processes of the force of mortality, the ” average" force 
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of mortality and the forward longevity rate. 
Suppose we have all the population sizes for valuation. The simulation algo-
rithm is presented as follows. 
1. Simulate each of the forces of mortality for all ages x, /½’and the 
number of deaths N(J,�x) 
2. Calculate the number of death in each subgroup (7爪 and the values of 
Cp(/m T, :r), T, Grn, :r)) and 嘉 ln(Cp(/. T, G- .t)) 
3. Simulate the instantaneous forward longevity rate fi(t, T, Gm) and in-
stantaneous forward rate /(/., T) given all the parameters are known 
4. Calculate the present value of corresponding insl-runients by using nu-
inerical iiitegratiori 
5. Repeat the above steps n times to obtain the average values of those 
instruments 
5.3.1 Simulation Settings 
W c firstly assume tliat tlioro arc only two groups for the simulation. And 
each group consists of people with two different ages. 
Age (Number of People) Age (Number of People) 
Group 1 40 (1000) 41 (3000) 
Group 2 50 (2000) 51 (1500) 
The force of mortality of each age group x is governed by the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck processes suggest,ed by Luciano and Vigna (2005). They all have 
their own specific risk, group risk and common risk. The group risk for each 
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group are independent to each other. Common risk indicate the impacts for 
some catastrophic events on all the groups, eg. earthquake. 
dfix.t = oc^(-ix,tdt + a^dZ^ , 
and the corresponding measure-valued process t’p(:c) is set as 
� = h o W - yv(,，.7;)i/�’i. 
W e assume that the drift of each group are the same (a^ = 0.1). The 
individual risk of each group is 5 x 10 一6. The group risk for group 1 and for 
group 2 is 2.5 x 10—5 and 1.5 x 10_5 respectively. The whole risk is 1 x 10-5. 
The values of the initial force of mortality is shown below. 
Age 40 41 ^ S 
/^ ,0 0.0003 0.00035 0.0006 0.00065 
Without loss of generality, we assume that Merton's measure is suitable 
for changing from physical measure to risk-neutral measure (i.e. /3}" 二 0 and 
6^{t, x) = 1 ). All the longevity bond share the same set of parameters and 
is governed by a Wiener process. W e test for both solutions for longevity 
bond options under the cxistonco of jump cffcct. (io. 0.^(/., Gm.,e) = 0, 
e) + 0) The parameters for longevity bonds are defined as follows. 
Parameter ¢75(/-, ap>{t/r,Grn) 
Parametric Form 0.00:3(T - t) [0.003(T-0； 0.002(7-^)] 
Parameter ” ln((p(/.,T, 
Parametric Form 1 - /{xgc,.} ,,,((7,,.)- -OXmSjT - t) 
For the settings of instantaneous forward rate and instantaneous forward 
longevity rate, we assume that the initial yield curve is flat at 4%. And the 
instantaneous forward rates are derived from the expected longevity bond 
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priccs which is the product of expected survival rates in the group and zcro-
coupoii bond price. The strike prices of the zero coupon longevity bond 
options are defined a,s the expected survival probability in the corresponding 
maturity under table PMA92-C20. And the strike for the coupon bearing 
longevity bond option is K = 1/11.1%, which is similar to the rate mentioned 
in the previous chapter. 
Proposition 5.3.1. The options can be approximated by a higher value ap-
proximation and lower value appro:mna,tion. 
SC = ki X SC? + {1 -kj) xSCa 
SP = ks X SP, + ( 1 - k2) X SPg 
where SC i and SP i are the higher value approximation for call and put op-
tion. And SC^ and SP^ are the lower value approximation for call and put 
option.hi and k:2 (ire the proportion of the higher value approximation con-
tributed. 
Proposition 5.3.2. The coupon bearing longevity bond is approximated by 
freezing parameters, higher value approximation and lower value approxima-
tion. 
CBC = k3 X CBC, +{1 - ks) x CBC^ 
CBP = k4 X CBP； +{1 - k^) X CBP2 
where CBC] and CBP j are the higher value approximation for call and put 
option for coupon bearing longevity bond. And CBCo and CBPg are the lower 
value approximation for call and put option, ks and k^ are the proportion of 
the higher value approximation contributed. 
Details of the proposition (5.3.1) and proposition (5.3.2) are shown in ap-
pendix. ki, /1:2, and /¾ are set as 0.5 in our simulation since we do not 
have any empirical data to adjust the values. 
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5.3.2 Simulation Results 
For both eases, wc simulates 50,000 paths to obtain the option priccs and 
compare them with the closed form solutions. The closed form solutions are 
proved as a good approximation when the average relative absolute error 
between the simulated values and the analytical solutions is small. 
(i) Mt.,Gr,ne) = 0 
(a) Comparison between Zero Coupon Longevity Bond (b) Absolute Error between Closed Form solutions 
Call Option Prices x 10 and Simulated Values for Call Options 
0.051 . . ' 1 1.51 . . . . . 
0.045 Simulated Pnces /\ 
• — • — . Closed Form Solutions / ^ V / \ 
1 \ � \ 
0 10 20 30 40 50 0 10 20 30 40 50 
Bond Maturity Bond Maturity 
(c) Comparison between Zero Coupon Longevity Bond W) Absolute Error between Closed Form solutions 
Put Option Prices x 10 and Simulated Values for Pul Options 
0.14 I . i • ‘ ] I 1 ' ‘ 
Simulated Prices 
0.12 X \ I _ • _ I Closed Form Solutions , 典 ^ \ 
f \ | 丨 1 八 
0 10 20 30 40 50 0 10 20 30 40 SO 
Bond Malurily Bond Malurlly 
Figure (a) and figure (b) are the zero coupon longevity bond call option price 
comparison arid put option price comparison respectively under independence 
of cliaiigc of actual mortality. Figure (c) and figure (d) show the absolute 
errors of the options 
Figure 5.1: Option Pricing under inclcpcndcncc of actual mortality 
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From figure (5.1a) and (5.1c), we observe that the closed form solutions 
provide “ exact" values for the both call options and put options for zero 
coupon longevity bond with bond maturity {T^ )^ =1,...,55 二 15, * • • ,70 and 
option maturity T = 15. The average absolute error are less than 3.2319 x 
10一5 and 8.5013 x 10"^ respectively. And the approximated solution for 
coupon bearing longevity bond call option with c^ = 1, bond maturity T^ — 
70 and option maturity T = 15 is 4.5819 dollars, which is also very similar 
to the simulated value, 4.5740 dollars. The relative error is 0.1713% for such 
call option. 
(ii) 
(a) Call Option Prices (b) Put Option Prices 
0.05( r ‘ • 0 . 1 4 1 ‘ , ~ • , • I 
Simulated Reusl SimulatedR^  
Higher App. �12 /"X Higher App. 
0 04 Lower App. ^ ^ l \ Lower App. 
8。。3 ； \ 严 / \ 
、 ： 1 
Ql — ‘ 0' ‘ ^ 
0 10 20 30 40 50 0 10 20 30 40 50 
Maturity Maturity 
Figure (a) and figure (b) arc tho zoro coupon longevity bond call option price 
comparison and put option price comparison respectively by both approxi-
mation methods with the dependency of change of actual mortality. 
Figure 5.2: Option Pricing with the use of higher value arid lower value 
approximation compensator 
Figure (5.2a) and (5.2b) show that the approximated values for call op-
tions on zero coupon longevity bond with bond maturity {T"i}i=i’."’55 二 
15, -- , 70 and option maturity T = 15 are well preformed. The put options 
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is consistently under-estimated. A more accurate lower value approximation 
for the compensator is needed to get a better value. 
(a) Call Option Prices (b) Put Option Prices 
0 . 051 . , 丨. . . ~ ~ 0 . 1 4 , . . . I . 
— ^ ― Simulated Reusll y ^ T v — — Simulated Reusll 
f ^ fM . I Average App. | 0 . 1 2 . / \ Average A p p . _ 
严 / \ ; / \ 
^ 0,02 // \ “ 叫 \ 
: J V : L 1 _ _ ; 
0 10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 0 10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 
Matur i ty Matur i ty 
X 10 '^ (c) Absolute Error (or Call Option Prices Absolute Error for Pul Option Prices 
“ 八 广 l\ 
i5 4 / \ m 0.006 / \ 
丨 : J L V l ^ 
0 10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 0 10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 
Matur i ty Matur i ty 
Figure (a) and figure (h) aro tho zero coupon longevity bond ca,ll option price 
comparison and put option price comparison respectively with dependence 
of change of actual mortality. Figure (c) arid figure (d) show the absolute 
errors of the options. 
Figure 5.3: Option Pricing with the presence of the effect of actual mortality 
Figure (5.4) shows the errors if we use the proportion k\ = /¾ = 0.5. 
The average absolute error are nor more than 0.0015 and 0.0026 respectively. 
And the call option pricc on coupon bearing longevity bond with c.k — 1， 
bond maturity = 70 and option maturity T = 15 is 4.5775 dollars (i.e. 
CBCi 二 4.5732 and r m C B C i = 4.5818) compared with the simulated value, 
4.5149 dollars. The jump factor does affect the quality of the approximation. 
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(a) Call Option Prices (b) Put Option Prices 
0 -051 • • I ——‘ . ~ I 0 . 1 41 . •——n 
^ ― N o actual mortality effocl — — No actual mortality offocl 
0 0 4 5 . — • - WiUi aduat mortality offec( - - - With actual mortality effocl 
：：： 八 ： 。 ， \ 
1•。：:： / \ C \ 
: \ ::/ \ 
0 . 0 0 5 . / ' \ . \ 
0 _ ^ 0 - ^ ^ ^ A 
0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 0 10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 
Maturity Maturity 
Figure (a) shows the comparison for call options and figure (b) shows the 
pattern of put options. 
Figure 5.4: Prices comparison between the existence of effect of actual mor-
tality 
Besides comparing the errors of the closed form solutions and the sim-
ulated values, we note than the prices of call options on longevity bonds 
with the dependence of change of actual mortality are very similar to those 
without considering the actual mortality in figure (5.3a). The call option 
on coupon bearing longevity bond also shows the same pattern (ie. 4.5740 
dollars under no jump and 4.5149 dollars with jumps). On the other hand, 
put options' values exhibit the same pattern shown in figure (5.3b). After 
considering the tail (extreme short or long maturity), it is reasonable in our 
case since we add a premium for the jump due to people's death. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
In this thesis, wc introduce the multi-factor bond market model for valuation 
of the guaranteed annuity options embedded in single premium deferred an-
nuity contracts. This approach is consistent with the multi-factor Gaussian 
Heath-J arrow-Morton framework for term structure of interest rate, while the 
multi-factor model capture more market, information from yield curve and 
implied volatilities of caps and swaptions. The model has been illustrated 
with the simulation results that it has a better performance on different sco-
riarios than Hull-White model, which is only a single-factor H J M framework. 
On the other hand, our proposed model provides efficient and accurate ap-
proximated prices of the options. And by comparing our results under the 
constant mortality cfiect with those under stochastic mortality effect, the nu-
merical results provide an evidence that the selection of interest rate model 
plays an more important role on valuation of G A O . To conclude, our bond 
market model outperforms the single-factor H.IM framework in term of ex-
planatory arid speed. 
However, there are some limitations of some of our assumptions. The 
model of the underlying fund is based on a geometric Brownian motion while 
53 
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a stochastic volatility model is a better choice to model the fund in such 
long periods of time. Our specific bond market model may fail to capture 
some information as the factors proposed is common to capture the market 
features but they may not be the most suitable ones. 
The problems associated with the guaranteed annuity option have not 
been solved. W e believe that bond market model is a potential candidate 
for the insurance companies for estimating the reserves and fulfilling the 
requirements of IFRS. 
In addition, the longevity bond market model, extended bond market 
model for longevity bond would certainly help the development of mortality-
linked products. This model could be really to use if the longevity bond 
prices are available in the market. This will provide another means for the 
market practitioners and insurance companies to diversify the portfolio risks 
y i n c e t h e s u r v i v a l r i s k is a l m o s t i i i d e p c i K l c i i t o f t l i c f i n a n c i a l r i s k s . 
There are several drawbacks of the longevity bond market model. It 
is a continuous model. And the survival probabilities should be updated 
immediately if a death occurs under our assumptions. However the actual 
morality rates cannot be determined immediately. The governments only 
report the death rate with time lag annually. Some of the governments 
would provide their projected mortality rates for future ten / twenty years 
after several year investigation. The strike prices also become harder to 
determine. 
Moreover, the model setting for the force of mortality is snbjcctivc. Het-
erogeneous setting for the force of morality would certainly make pricing 
algorithm become more complicated. The simple pricing formula cannot be 
derived under such setting. Simulation becomes the only way for the val-
uation. The time required would be longer. This will ccrtain affect the 
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development of longevity bond market. Therefore, further estimation and 
approximation may be needed for the valuation to fit in the reported mor-
tality and the market expectation on the actual mortality change. 
• End of chapter. 
Appendix A 
Equation Derivation 
A . l Proof for Proposition (4.2.1) 
The guaranteed annuity option OJ’�at ime TQ is defined as 
_ ( Vuu-N 1 � + _ 
Cvo = I 现 Q E^ — 〜 & 
V L .7=0 J ) 
‘ T 卜-N \ + _ 
_ V ,7=0 / 
Define a probability measure Q 〜Q。， 
购cv _ e-In^^udu 
哥 、 = 卿 , ¾ 
Then 
「 f Z 卜 - N \ + _ 
On = 办 E jPNBa,a+j{T) - K, Tr, 
^ \ i=o ) 
L -
卜-N \ + ‘ 
= S t Y . hPnB�.州(T) - Kg] Tr, 
\ j=o J 
— • 
where E^" denotes the expectation under the probability measure Q" which 
takes D{t, T^) as numeraire. Before operating another change of numeraire, 
56 
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we consider the Cholesky decomposition of the correlation structure of the 
bond and the underlying fund, 
I PU PB,S \ 广 �）广"Y ) , 
P= = =c c 
\ PS,B 1 / \ q U J y 0 U 
where ps = UU', PS,B = PB,S = and qq' + U之=1. 
Consider ^ (/.) = 
dS\Jt) = SrAt') l^B{t.T)psrTB{f.Ty - rrsPs.B^Bif.TY] dt 
=§i�M [a"(�,:r)f/7/a7�,r)' — asqUaf.it^T)'] dt 
+ ^ ( 0 b M ” ( 0 + ？1 时 + 1 ( 0 ) - C7B{t,T)U'dY'^it)] 
= - S T M {<^B{f.T)U' — asq) [dY'^{t) — UaB{t.T)'dt 
= - S T M (〜(,，T)U' - cjsq) cn,•"� + §TAT)ASUDYLI(T) 
=SrAt) + asdZ'^-it)) 
where Y'^{t) is a M-dimensional independent Brownian motion which is inde-
pendent of the onc-dimcnsional Brownian motion, ”+】(/'), Similarly, {1,) 
is independent of ^ ^+1(0^ 
丨 w^(t) \ c , ( ” � � 
� I \ y 
and 
(vr^lO \ c, ( ” � t ) � 
、，(0 j V y . 
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The Radon-Nikodym derivative for the probability measure Q" ~ Q吞 
is 
^Ta 
x e — • ‘ 咖 沪 ⑴ - / • J 明 ‘ 妙 “ ⑴ ) 
Then 
- 卜-N \ + ‘ 
CVu = / 7 " ( T � , T ; ) E f ^ E .PN^a.a+.lT.) - K, Tt, 
_ \ ,7=0 / _ 
� 卜-N \ +_ 
= S r , ^ E j.PNBa，a.+AT�~) — Kg 
_ ^ V;=0 J _ 
. 「 / u o - N \ + _ 
=P^E炉了" X ] - Kg ^To 
_ \ j=0 J _ 
where denotes the expectation under the probability measure 
with the numeraire 乂. 
A.2 Proof for Proposition (4.2.2) 
Under the measure Q知。, 
广•”•『⑴―「CTsdZ^'�丁、 
J To J To 
rjy •'厂 
= I : a � T � T � U ' d Y � - I r as {qdY^"{r) + udY^^ir)) 
,/ /¾ J To 
= 广 ( M ” � 
J To 
W h e r e <t>r = — 吼 - u a s ) , =dY^；.,,)' 
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The Brownian motions become 
( \ ( y f w \ ( UaBit.TY-as(]' \ 
. = ^ + t 
\ (0 / \ ySlM / \ -胃 s 
. ( ⑴ ） ( ( PB<Jn{UTy-asPB,s \ 
= + I. 
乂 , � � 乂 乂 •^� 乂 \ Ps,B^B{(.Ty-as y 
The forward bonds with the start date Tq, are martingale under the for-
ward irieasure W e consider a mortality dependent weighted surri of these 





VaAt) = E f 吻•)⑴， 
7=0 
� ⑴ = ， 
Si=0 t々 >+A:(0 J S Ta < Ta+j 
yo,{a+:i)(t) = Vi{L) J 
0 otherwise 
\ 
The dynamics of Pa’u;(J') becomes 
dPa,M = "a’a«(OVa.,^^(0 [dW''''^ � + (cTsPb,S — PBO~B[t, T)') dt 
• ( \ • 
= d W ' - ^ ' ' ^ � + CJsPB’S — f)B Y^ V州'dt 
- \ j=l / . 
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and 
/uJo-N \ + _ 
Cto = gSroE'^ _^ P"B„,(a+_;)(:r。)e(〜.(。+.'「H,(c^ +.,))+"«,(a+j)W》— 〜 ^ A,。 
with, under Gaussian measure Q, 
rTa f \ 
c^v,(a+j) = / ?'’cv’(a+j)(r) GsPb^S " PB^V-j^t)' (It 
."’(） \ i=l / 
严 ’ 
乃’0 
is a zero mean unitary variance Gaussian variable such that 
1 fT 
= / Voj{T)pBVa,j{T)'dT 
VajVaJ J To 
In the practice, a good approximation of volatility is used. The weighting 
of the forward price is set as the initial weighting and keeps constant within 
the maturity. 
lo-a 
Va,M = E yri^0)Va,ia+j){t)， 
j=0 
The price of G A O at time T() is approximated as 
V乂工0，7i)’7；) 二（7；^ —T。)P(:r()+To)"&b [尸a’u;C^ e"-"-(I>⑷）—6(1)((¾)] (A.l) 
where 
‘u^ = / 0-sPB,s - pBY^Vj{r)' dr 
J To \ / 
J To 
dv,. = ~ [in ^ ^ + ((。+ - To))" 
V ‘ a - '0 I 八 " ^ _ 
dv,2 = (U\\ - Kv.u.' \/Ta - Tq 
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A.3 Proof for Proposition (5.3.1) 
By Ito's Lemma, In Pi^iTj, (?„,) at time t can be expressed as 
In lUT” C,n) = In 〜(,’ 0,n) 一 | j : djdu + j:' 
丁, 
- [ [ 0 办 ’ Gm’.r)(l+V，P(.s、r“G"。:r))u?(d'rKs 
Ji J X 
+ I / ln(l +0,(.8, 
JI J X 
where 
Uiis) 二 0 . 0 0 5 ( 7 1 + 1 - ¾ 
<M.s’（'、m’.iO = exp(-0.0001(7Vi —7^))-1 
二 ； - … i l - / { 拟 ? \ r 、 ) - 1 
\ - 八 [ S ， 
Given we can have a good approximation for parts besides the Wiener 
procoss, the dosed form solution is really siicli tliat the speed for simulation 
can be highly improved. If the number of death for each subgroup is know, 
the term for jump, 
Ci = � ‘ I ln(l + 0,(.<>�’C7m，e))yV(".s’’Gte) = (—O.OOOl(7;+i — 7;:))EyV(:r〜r) 
•A xGX 
is a const,ant. W e would make (.wo approximat ions for the term for compen-
sator such that the true value is lied between both values. 
The higher value approximation is dofinod as 
(:;2’1 = f f Orn. e)(l + .4)p�s�Ti, G爪,x))u^{dx)ds 
Jt J X 
� 1 / -0.0001T,+ , — g-0.0001T, \ / O.OOOIT,- _ in 
� 0 . 0 0 0 1 � ” J 
X [ + 2 � a T ( / v r J ) no(:r) 
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where 
In order to find the probability of number of survival at time t, we assume 
that the probability of occurring number of death for cach subgroup can be 
expressed as 
e-/4,{0,7., }(以� u-
P^^Tuk) = PJ{N(T,.,x) — N(O^x) = k) = : • ， 
where 
Therefore, the higher value approximation for call option on the (T^+i, 
loiigevity bond with maturity T] at time 0 is 
SCi = E"^  [(/)(7^:, T.^uCrn) - KhAGm))、:!.;，厂 
^ P/(0,7^1, (7,,0 E • • • E n -W- ' iPuiT. > K I yv(7;’.)） 
-/"),(o,r”GV)E...En<i(T�.)W�(r“GV) > f< I 吼 
xex 
where 
_ ’ , : ( 7 U ? m ) � A ' 剛 ’ . ) ） 
=q'(\nlUTi,Om)>lnI<\ N{T,r)) 
= ‘ 从 G川)—，‘> In I ) 丄 q + \ [ i�(t, GJdt 一 Ci + C2’i| NiJl.)) 
\ i W 力 J 




= ¢ 1 + 1 (广'々(,，Grn)dwr > In p , 
\Jo "/’?:(A八（Jm) 
二 + 喻 ) ） 
with 
r�T\ 二 f\f(�Gm�(u 
./0 
Similarly, the put option on the (Tj+i, GV„)-longevity bond with maturity 
Tj at time 0 is 
SPi 二 [{KhiOm) -
^ Kim Ti, On) E … E n 'P�i, WUUTu Orr.) < K | •)) 
xGX 
-P/(0,71+i’Gy E … ; 了 ( 了 “ G - ) < K I ivm’.)） 
xGA： 
where 
¢ (聰几） < / q 稱 . )） 
二中 够 " 。 y 厅 吼 . ) 
\ …�Ti / 
and 
< K I yv(7;,.)) 
=(!) 户'’“o“)__ L m{Tu-) 
\ j 
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On the other hand, the lower value approximation is defined as 
C2,2 = / ' / Ms^ C,,,, 6)(1 + 71, G,,, x))ii2{dx)ds 
Jt Jx 
〜 1 / -O.OOOlYi+i _ „-0.0001/0.00()17- — .n 〜 ) 
X I Y^ "SKOr) — 吼 0 ： ) ) 
+ 1 — ^ ir \ r \ YL 幼 • 力 — \ 
. "'O(C'rn) - NiU, CimjJ 工•^”， J 
W e assume that the probability of occurring number of death for each sub-
group can be expressed as 
= — N{i\x) = k) = 二 
where 
/4,{0,7;} = i2x,o'noi'i^ )S{Ti,x)ri. 
arid S(Ti,x) is the expected survival probability for the subgroup wiUi age x 
at time Tj. 
So the lower value approximation for call option on the (7i+i, G„,,)-longevity 
bond with maturity at time 0 is 
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and 
(5'.+I(/^T“G„J〉A'I /V(7V)) 
\ i^iV^i y 
with 
KTi = � i 4 � t二 ) d t 
Jo 
T H e price of the put option on the (7^ +^1, GrrJ-longevity bond with maturity 
7'j at time 0 is 
SP2 = /¾[{Kh,(Grn) -
x € X 
一/)/(0, T,^uCln) E ... E n � ’ W'-'iPum. G J < K I 吼•)) 
where 
(^�PiATi,Gm) < K \ NCI],-)) 
=^ f � ‘ ） 吼‘） 
and 
<^“\U�i(T”G爪、< K \ 吼.、、 
二 ^ '’'(“）_ 际 吼 . ） 
乂 iWTi / 
The options can be estimated by using both higher value approximation 
and lower value approximation. 
SC 二 ki X SCi + (1- ki) X SC2 
SP = k2 X SPi + (1 - k2) X SP2 
and A：!, k) G [0,1] and can be determined through a. long time empirical 
trials. 
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A.4 Proof for Proposition (5.3.2) 
Rccall that the dynamic of the forward G„,-coupon bearing longevity bond 
Pf:i[t',GmAci}k=i、...’i) 二 "'認…‘》with maturity T] under measure 
is 
("•(/,’ (7爪’ { c i } “ … J 
= P f A t . Crn. + L � ( , ' ’ Cm, dT)| 
where 
= ！ ； 二 £)..,“。 
In order to obtain a fact approximation, we ignore that the intermediate 
arid lerniirial effects between the change of the prices of forward longevity 
bond and freeze the ratio of oach forward longevity bond, p, 二 二 二 』 ) . 
Forward longevity bond can be approximated as 
^ I 格 ⑷ Gm)du + J ’ Gm)dW^' 
rp 
一 / 7 4 ^ ^ ( 6 , ^ - ) ( 1 + 她 几 , • • ？ 
+ [ ‘ I \n{l + Ll,,j{s,Grn))N(ds,dx) 
.It. J X 
where 
K—-1 
(Jijiu.Grn.x) = 丄,G.丨n�:V� 
^ i I''' iJm’ 1(--1 fk=t,--- J ) 
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63, 64 J and 64,2 arc used in the approximation of the option pricing. 
()3 = J^ ln(l + dx) 
The higher value approximation for compensator is defined as 
• FJ� • 
CVi = 1 1 0.,,(8, Gr,„e)(l + Ms. x))v?(d:r)ds 
Jt •! X 
_ —O.OOOl'A.+ i _ --0.00017；N fOmOlTi 1� 
� S l i m ^ a . , { c , - e …） 
X [ + 2yW(/ ia : ’ 7；)) no{x) 
.xex ^ / . 
� 1 ^ / ,-0.00017；., 1 — ()-0.00017)) / ,0.00017； — 
� 0 . 0 0 0 1 � ‘ ) � — ) K 一 1. ‘ 
X (沉Q(A�7;) + 2yVar“,7；)) no(:r) 
..tGX ^ , -
And the lower value approximation for compensator is defined as 
Ou = jt，j/.�('s,C!„.“(，)(l + 如(.s,T“C!,Tr:r:)yu?(jh:)ds 
〜 1 今 C女 Pl.,{I,k、(t, Cm) / -0.00017fc+i 一 0.00017)) /^0.00017； — 
� 0 . 0 0 0 1 ^ !Yi(t,anA(:th=.l�...�j) ^ 
A — ?. ， 
X I Y^ f.h,o(no[x) - N(T”x)) 
+ [1 - n 。 ( G : ) - l 聊 J ‘ t S , " 〜 ⑷ — " ⑵ ” 幼 } 
Therefore, the higher value approximation for call option on the (Tj+i，Gm)-
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longevity bond with maturity 1] at time 0 is 
CBCi = EQ —八"7;.((An)) + Cr."〜* 
~ P广(0,7)+1, 
E …E n “ WHP^im. Grn) > K I yv(r“ .)） 
x€X 
—Kmn E … E n <�(T“ .)_肌 c j > K \ 吼.)) 
x€X 
where 
> I< I /V(7V)) 
and 
•尸'、(/t(:n，Gj〉/q 戦 . ) ） 
_ + _ + \ 
\ VrVTi � “ ) ) 
with 
•？T] = � � ,抓 GJdt 
Jo 
Similarly, the put option on the coupon bearing longevity bond with 
maturity 7] at time 0 is 
CBPi = [(I<h.{Gr„) - P/:(T“ 71, i’CV,,))+e— 
XGX 
- m Ti^uOrn) E E n WH�)[m Grn) < I< | 吼•)) 
x£X 
where 
< I< \ N{T”.�� 
V / 
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and 
〔哪T“C!J < !< \ N{T“.y> 
= ^ 嶋 ) 
So the lower value approximation for call option on the coupon bearing 
longevity bond with maturity Tj at time 0 is 
CBC2 = [(PfiTuT.^uGrn) -
« mo，了⑷’ G n O E … ; E 尸'"^ 《G⑵，On) > K I "(TV)) 
-KimncjJ^---1111 > K I yv�,.)） 
where 
’饥,Grn) > f< \ N(T“.ri 
/ u . p/：，彻》0 1 r/2T 4. r r \ 
\ ViVT^ � 7 
and 
“ ( i n f + 濃 + 喻 ) ） 
Put option oil the coupon bearing longevity bond with maturity 7] at 
time 0 is 
^ T” Gu E.. • E n p训、woWi. c.n) < i< I m.�•)) 
xex 
-P/m7^i+i’(An)I>.;E .)0+1(/^(7^7爪）< K I yv�,.)） 
xGA' 
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where 
= 屯 、 ^ — 硕 " ⑵ ， . ） 
\ / 
and 
T 广 I n “：“?’Gm) 一 - Cs + C\2 \ 
\ / 
The options can be estimated by using both higher value approximation 
and lower value approximation. 
C B C = k; i X C B C i + (1 - /C3) X C B C 2 
C B P = /^ 4 X C B P i + ( 1 - k‘i) X C B P o 
and ks, /¾ G [0’ Ij and can be determined in long run. 
• End of chapter. 
Appendix B 
Results 
B . l Valuation Results for GAO under B M M 
B . l . l Simulation Situations 
. 0 .044. 
_C)5’ � 0.043. - ‘ 
Maturity (in years) 0 0 Time (in years) Maturity (in years) 0 0 Time (in years) 
Figure (a) is the simulated situation for limiting case. The situation for 
benchmark case is shown in figure (b). 
Figure B.l: Simulated Situations for H W model 
71 
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Simulated situation for BMM 
0.044 -
0.042. • • ^ M H g h ^ 
I。.。4、 ” 
Maturity (in years) 0 0 Time (in years) 
Figure B.2: Simulated Situations for our proposed 3 factor B M M 
B.1.2 Calibration Results 
Model Parameter Sets A A R E for A A E for G A O Pricing 
calibration 
PMA92-C20 GM(2，3) — 
H W a = 1.00 X 10-3 1 23 x 1(” 8.64 x 10-57.57 x 10-^ 
n = 9.94 X 10 - 4 
B M M ¢71 = 9.81 X 10—4 6.71 x 10—5 4.13 x 10"^3.56 x 10"^ 
(72 二 1.95 X 10 _4 
a* 二 0.08(51 
「 3 = 3.13 X 1 0 - 5 
7 二 1.135 
//=0.133 
Tabic B.l: Calibration results under H W model for limiting ease 
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Model Parameter Sets A A R E for ~ A A E for G A O Pricing 
calibration 
PMA92-C2Q GM(2,3) 一 
H W a = 1.00 X 10-2 1.34 x 10-6 9.50 x 10"®8.56 x 10"® 
K = 0 . 1 5 0 
B M M 0-1 二 5 . 1 4 X 1 0 - 5 1 . 7 8 x 1 0 - 5 1 . 9 9 x 1 0 _ 3 1 . 7 9 x 10 "^ 
o、i = 1 . 8 7 X 10 -4 
a* 二 3.00 
^ 3 二 1.00 X 1 0 - 2 
7 = 1.00 X 1 0 - 8 
b* = 0.150 
Table B.2: Calibration results under H W model for benchmark case 
Model Parameter Sets A A R E for A A E for G A O Pricing 
calibration 
PMA92-C20 GM(2,3) 
H W ( J - 0.0297 0.0226 3.9845 3.2179 
K = 0.0751 
B M M ( T i = 0.0104 3.34 x 10一’3 1.5160 1.5300 
(72 二 0.00741 
a* = 0.1220 
= 0.0209 
7 二 0.5751 
/, = 0.3051 
Table B.3: Calibration results under specified Bond Market Model 
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Model Parameter Sets A A R E Overall A A R E 
Caps Swaptions 
H W f7 = 5.29 X 10-3 0.109 0.0473 0.0539 
K = 1.00 X 1 0 - 6 
B M M ¢71 = 1.83 X 10-3 0.0744 0.0313 0.0359 
¢72 = 3.88 X 1 0 - 3 
a* = 0.3263 
(73 二 5 . 9 0 X 1 0 - 4 
7 = 6.7544 
b* = 0.2465 J 
Table B.4: Calibration results on 13 April 2007 
B.1.3 Valuation Results 
Mortality "True Value" Calibrated Value~~ 
Hull-White B M M 
Limiting PMA92-C20 48.9847 48.9847 48.9872 
Case GM(2,3) 47.9414~ 47.9413 47.9437— 
Benchmark PMA92-C20 48.0901 48.0901 "1^0890 
Case GM(2,3) 47.0856 — 47.0856— 47.0845 
Table B.5: Price of the G A O of a policyholder ageci 50 under H W model 
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Mortality ”Tme Value" Calibrated Value 
Hull-White B M M 
PMA92-C20 33.2581 29.7101— 35.5245 
GM(2,3)~~ 32.3111 28.9373 34.6638 
Table B.6: Price of the G A O of a policyholder aged 50 under B M M 
“Mortality H W B M M 
1>MA92-C2Q 43.4384 46.8571 
~ GM(2,3) 42.6506 4 6 . 3 ^ 
Table B.7: Price of the G A O of a policyholder aged 50 on 13th April 2007 
• End of chapter. 
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